SUMMARY Theoretical recurrence risks for cleft lip with or without cleft palate (CL(P)) were calculated from heritability estimates derived from a population of 203 newborns with CL(P) in a total of 220 927 consecutive births in north-east Italy. Birth prevalence of CL(P) and the frequency of CL(P) in relatives of probands were estimated after exclusion of cases with CL(P) resulting from a known cause or pathogenesis. The method allowed estimation of the theoretical recurrence risk for any family by considering the total number of affected and unaffected first, second, and third degree relatives. The lower value of the theoretical risk compared to the empirical risk, obtained from retrospective data of selected families, was the result of methodological differences.
The estimate of recurrence risk in non-Mendelian disorders requires a reliable model of inheritance, a large unselected sample of affected subjects, and an accurate diagnostic procedure to obtain a sample as aetiologically homogeneous as possible.
Cleft lip with or without cleft palate (CL(P)), for which a multifactorial mode of inheritance is suggested by almost all authors, is a common congenital malformation. Quoted recurrence risks are usually empirical risks, though they have occasionally been theoretical risks,' both types of risk derived ultimately from retrospective selected family data. We present theoretical recurrence risks for cleft lip with or without cleft palate, calculated from data obtained from a population of consecutive newborns in north-east Italy. Methods The sample studied consisted of 203 (table 5) . The frequency of CL(P) in the relatives of our probands was similar to that previously reported. A significant positive association between severity of the malformation in the proband and the frequency of CL(P) in relatives was found only for first degree relatives, confirming an earlier suggestion that the severity of the malformation in the proband had an effect on the proportion of affected first degree relatives.'2 Heritability estimates, calculated from birth prevalence and frequency of CL(P) among relatives, have varied widely both between and within various studies, but different sampling methodologies might in part account for these differences. In this respect, it is noteworthy that our heritability estimate is similar to that reported in the Hungarian population using data from a congenital malformation register. 16 The difference between heritability estimates derived from different kinds of relative in our study and other reports6 8 14 may be due, as previously suggested,12 4 to reduced fitness of affected subjects, mainly in the past (grandparents) and in females (mothers and grandmothers). The theoretical recurrence risks obtained in this study are lower than, but close to, figures reported in two earlier studies' 2 in which the same theoretical approach was applied. The higher empirical recurrence risks (table 5) compared to theoretical recurrence risks are explained by the inclusion of families with multiple affected subjects in calculating the former.
In fact, Woolf14 found an overall frequency of CL(P) of 4*0% in the sibs of probands, while the frequency of CL(P) in the newly born sibs of probands with no previous family history of CL(P) was 2-2%, and the frequency of CL(P) in sibs born after the second affected sib was 14 6%. Similar results have been obtained by other authors. II 13 In genetic counselling, the exact recurrence risk is not generally required by the consultand and its approximate value is usually sufficient. However, the method used allows estimation of the theoretical recurrence risk for any family, by considering the total number of affected and unaffected first, second, and third degree relatives. For example, the theoretical recurrence risk for a family with both the father and one paternal second degree relative affected is 2-4%, while it is 9-3% when both the father and one maternal second degree relative are affected.
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